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Registration search engine sometimes leaves a blank search result 

06/04/2015 03:16 AM - Walter Pate

Status: In Progress Start date: 06/29/2015

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 100%

Category: Registration Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: 1.3.34 Spent time: 5.00 hours

Description

When searching for a specific driver the registration search engine does not find all drivers with same initial. The search field appears

blank

Subtasks:

Bug # 259: Registration Closed

History

#1 - 06/04/2015 03:23 AM - Jamie Pate

The solution is to remove the 3 search bars at the top, and let the user type into a single box. If the text is a number, search a member number, if it's

a single word, search first or last name. If it's multiple words, search <first> <Last> or if it's 'last, first' search <last> <first>

#2 - 03/12/2016 10:45 AM - Anonymous

- Status changed from New to Resolved

Checked in the following changes:

- Converted the three field-specific registration search text boxes into one generic search box

- Replaced the search results list box control with a grid control for better control over its behaviour

#3 - 03/26/2016 03:51 AM - Walter Pate

- Status changed from Resolved to In Progress

new registration search engine works great, awesome! but new screen captures and instructions need to be updated in the help files to reflect new

search engine. Changed status back to in progress

#4 - 03/26/2016 07:39 PM - Walter Pate

- File New Member Search Help update.html added

- Target version changed from 1.3.32 to 1.3.34

Created an html file to be inserted in the help file. Will this file work for you Jamie?

Changed Target version to 1.3.34

Also, I am checking into what the USAC Member number format is, maybe now is the time to include that (maybe another issue)

#5 - 03/26/2016 08:07 PM - Walter Pate

Created an html file to be inserted in the help file. Will this file work for you Jamie?

Changed Target version to 1.3.34

Also, I am checking into what the USAC Member number format is, maybe now is the time to include that (maybe another issue)

Never mind about USAC Numbers, I just found out that USAC is not issuing Member Numbers
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#6 - 06/08/2016 02:21 PM - Jamie Pate

Angela Mandelkow says:

I like the filtering when I know the names, but I seem to  have lost the ability to see all users, unless I go to the quick edit members.  I was just

trying to verify that all the kiddos I need are there.

 

The filtering works great when I enter text "and" --> Andrew Jones, Anthony Anderson, etc.  But if you don't type in anything and click the drop

down it doesn't show anything.

 

~Angela

Files

New Member Search Help update.html 26.4 KB 03/26/2016 Walter Pate
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